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ABSTRACT

Distributed processing is coming to data acquisition. The desire for smart sensors that can pre-
process data, is growing. Making sensors themselves intelligent will reverse the historic trend toward
smaller and cheaper sensors. Incorporating current sensor technology into data acquisition nodes in a
network will create a distributed data acquisition, DAQ, environment that can acquire data from
around the world over the Internet. The future is now.
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INTRODUCTION

A recent article of Sensors Magazine featured several prominent people in the data acquisition field
discussing what they thought sensors would look like in the 21st century. The consensus was they
would be:

• Easy to use
• Smart
• Web-based

Ease of use has always been and will continue to be an issue; however, smart sensors that
communicate over a network are a relatively new concept. A smart sensor will:

• Send a message over a network that a bearing is about to fail instead of outputting a voltage
that represents a vibration waveform

• Send a message over a network that the monitored temperature is inside or outside a pre-
determined range instead of outputting a voltage that represents the temperature



• Send a message over a network that the wind speed is 12 knots instead of outputting a
voltage that represents a wind speed of 12 knots

• Send a message over a network that a patient is going into cardiac arrest instead of
reproducing the waveform of a heart monitor

In order to do this, smart sensors must:

• Acquire the data
• Process the data
• Communicate over a network

Embedding a miniature computer into each sensor is one approach. If cost is not an issue, an IC can
be designed with enough compute power to perform the processing required and support TCP/IP.
This chip will need power and a battery is necessary.

Wirelessly networking smart sensors will provide more flexibility than hard-wiring Ethernet cables.
The bad news is, transmitting an RF signal will also require power, and range will be a function of
the emitted radiated power. A battery can be either included in the sensor package, or external and
attached in some manner. Either way, battery power and life are issues.

DISTRIBUTED DATA ACQUISITION

Another approach is to combine existing sensors with a small computer connected to a network. The
network will have DAQ nodes and compute nodes. DAQ nodes will acquire and store data. Compute
nodes will receive data from DAQ nodes and analyze it. This network can be connected to other
networks, including the Internet.

DAQ NODES

Sensors can already acquire data. Adding some form of compute power will enable sensors to
process data and communicate over a network. If size were not an issue, a PC with data acquisition
cards, analysis software and a network interface card bought in a discount store will acquire and
process data and then send it over a network following the TCP/IP protocol. TCP/IP stands for
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol and is the basis for networking, both corporate
LANs and the Internet. The term “web-based” implies support of TCP/IP.

Defining smart sensors that are web based is the same as describing distributed data acquisition.
When Sun Microsystems was founded, their motto was “The network is the computer.” The benefits
of networked computing were not obvious to the majority of people and the motto was perceived to
be marketing hype. Today, the benefits of networking computers have been brought to the masses
with the Internet. Networked DAQ has yet to be accepted by the majority of DAQ users.

Distributed DAQ will consist of a network of compute nodes and DAQ nodes. Compute nodes will
run analysis and display software and receive data from DAQ nodes. A DAQ node will have a small,
rugged computer to control the DAQ and support the required network protocols. It will be a node
on a network. Existing sensors can be used in the same manner they are today.



Figure 1. DAQ Node

An example of creating a DAQ node by combining intelligence with existing sensors is a machine
with 16 bearings. All bearings on the machine must be monitored for excessive vibration. An
accelerometer is placed on each bearing and a DAQ node samples all 16 accelerometers and
monitors the level of vibration. This node can programmed to report to a compute node at
predetermined times on machine status. The message might say all bearings on the machine are not
vibrating excessively, or that a specific bearing(s) on a specific machine is nearing or exceeding a
pre-determined vibration level. The machine will be a node on the network and send intelligent
messages over the network about its status.

COMPUTE  NODES

A compute node on the network will log on to a DAQ node. If the DAQ setup needed to be
reconfigured, the computer in the DAQ node will make any changes dictated by the computer in the
compute node. DAQ nodes can store acquired data with a time stamp and transfer it over the
network on demand, or send it as it acquired. This will allow data to be acquired and analyzed
locally or anywhere in the world that has Internet access.

One caveat is that networks are not suited for real-time systems. TCP guarantees accurate
transmission of data. When a packet of data is sent from a DAQ node to a compute node using TCP,
the DAQ node waits for an acknowledgement from the compute node that the packet arrived
correctly. If an acknowledgement does not arrive in a pre-determined amount of time, the DAQ node
“times out” and resends the same packet. This will continue until an acknowledgment is received.
When an acknowledgement is received, the DAQ node sends the next packet.

If packets of data from two DAQ nodes arrive at a compute node at the same time, one will make it
through and one will not. The DAQ node that was not acknowledged will resend the same packet. It
is difficult to accurately predict the delay in a given network, which is dependent on network
topology. Events are happening in random on a network and delay times are variable and typically
less than 10 milliseconds.



NETWORK CONNECTIONS

Network physical connection options are:

• Hard-wired - Most office buildings are hard-wired for Ethernet. RJ45 jacks are placed in
walls like telephone jacks. The jacks are wired to hubs, which are connected into a corporate
network.

• Wireless - The IEEE 802.11b specifies a WLAN operating in the ISM band at 2.4GHz. The
specification is growing in popularity and wireless LAN interfaces are available at discount
outlets.

• Internet – Most company networks are connected to the Internet with some form of firewall
to protect against unwanted intrusion. A number of Internet Service Providers offer
connection to the Internet.

• Satellite – For those applications where
o The Internet does not have the bandwidt ,
o Internet security is not good enough,
o It is located in a remote, inaccessible area,
o There is no local communications infrastructure,

 satellite ground stations are available to make network connections over a satellite.

Once you are on a network, the world is your laboratory. A few examples of Distributed DAQ:

• A manufacturer of farm equipment wants to monitor hydraulic pressures in a combine
actually working on a farm in Minnesota. The DAQ node will be powered from the
combine’s electrical system and when then combine is running, it will monitor pressures and
send data over the Internet using a cell phone.

• Monitor the final system testing of a fork lift truck with a DAQ node wirelessly connected to
a company network. Test parameters will automatically be added to an SQC data base for
long term tracking of each truck. This system will also be used for remote troubleshooting at
customer sites over the Internet.

• Monitor a spacecraft engine in a vacuum chamber through a thick glass window using a
WLAN DAQ node connected to a WLAN compute node in a laptop computer. This is a two-
node wireless DAQ network. The compute node will control the DAQ node.

• Monitor a hazardous material site and send the data to the EPA in Washington over a
dedicated satellite communications link using TCP/IP.

Data acquired by these DAQ nodes can be accessed from a compute node anywhere on the Internet.
All data will be time-stamped, and correlation of the time will be a requirement of the analysis
software.

CONCLUSION

It is much more cost effective to group sensors into intelligent DAQ nodes on a network rather than
build intelligence and support for networking protocols into sensors. Distributed DAQ is available
right now. Figure 2 below is a block diagram of a two-node configuration of ViaSat’s MiniDAT



high-speed, wireless, networked data acquisition system. More information about MiniDAT can be
found at http://www.viasat.com/government/wireless/minidat.htm.

Figure 2. A Wireless Two-Node MiniDAT DAQ Network


